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Blind Detection of Multirate Asynchronous CDMA
Signals Using Super-Exponential Methods

Weiguo Liang, Tongtong Li, Member, IEEE, and Jitendra K. Tugnait, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In this letter, blind detection of multirate code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) signals is revisited by exploiting a fast
converging blind deconvolution approach—the super-exponential
algorithm. Here, only the desired user’s spreading code is assumed
to be known, while its transmission delay may be unknown. Com-
pared with existing higher order statistics-based blind multiuser
detectors in a paper by Ma and Tugnait, when the system actually
converges to the desired user (generally needs SNR 10 dB for
both existing methods and the proposed approach), the proposed
approach can achieve much better performance with significantly
faster convergence speed.

Index Terms—Blind equalization, multirate CDMA, multiuser
detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

A IMING to provide scalable high-speed multimedia ser-
vices, multirate design is required in third-generation

(3G) systems and beyond to map different data rates into the al-
located bandwidth. For code-division multiple-access (CDMA)
systems, two basic multirate schemes are multicode (MC)
transmission and variable sequence length (VSL) (also known
as variable spreading factor). In MC systems, the information
sequence of a high-rate user is subsampled to obtain several
symbol streams, and each stream is regarded as the signal from
a low-rate virtual user and is spread using a distinct signature
sequence. In VSL systems, users requiring different rates are
assigned signature sequences of different lengths.

Due to its spectral efficiency, blind signal detection has
received more and more research attention. Some recent works
on blind multiuser detection for multirate CDMA systems can be
found in [1]–[7] and references therein. The super-exponential
algorithm (SEA) is a class of iterative algorithms for solving the
blind deconvolution problem. It was initially proposed in [8] to
achieve a fast (exponential rate) convergence speed compared to
cumulant maximization or constant modulus algorithm (CMA).
In [11], it was shown that SEA is equivalent to a gradient
search algorithm for cumulant maximization with an optimal
time-varying step size.

In [9], the code-constrained SEA (CSEA) was investigated
to extract the symbol sequence of the desired user in a single-
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rate direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) system. A code-
constrained inverse filter criterion-based approach for multirate
systems (MR-CC-IFC) was proposed in [1]. In this paper,
motivated by the previous works in [1] and [9], we considered
blind detection of the desired user’s signal in MR-CDMA
systems using the SEA. Simulation examples demonstrate that,
when the algorithms actually converge, the proposed MR-CSEA
approach can deliver much better results compared with the
MR-CC-IFC algorithm and converges much faster due to its
optimal step size.

In this letter, superscripts # , and denote the complex
conjugate, pseudo-inverse, complex conjugate transpose, and
transpose operations, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, an equivalent baseband system model is pre-
sented for both VSL and MC systems. Following [1], throughout
this letter, denotes the basic symbol rate, and the pair
is used to denote user at rate , where ( is an
integer). stands for the number of different user rates, and
assume that there are users at rate . represents the pro-
cessing gain of the basic-rate users. In MC systems, all users
have the same processing gain, while in VSL systems, the pro-
cessing gain of users at rate is given by .

A. VSL Systems

In VSL systems, users at different rates have different pro-
cessing gains. Let the spreading sequence of user at rate be
denoted by . Then, the effec-
tive signature waveform of user is given by

(1)

where is the effective channel impulse response with re-
spect to user . A high-rate user at rate times basic rate
can be converted to basic-rate virtual users. The symbols of
the th virtual user can be ex-
tracted by subsampling

(2)

where is the symbol sequence of user drawn
from a finite alphabet and is independently and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d). Let denote the received signal component due
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to user . If we stack into an vector
, then we have

(3)

where
is the transmission delay of user ,

and is the maximum length of the channel impulse response
of each virtual user of user in terms of basic-rate symbols.
Thus, can be considered as the superposition of virtual
users derived from user . The spreading code for the th
virtual user is given by [1]

(4)

B. MC Systems

In MC systems, high-rate user can also be converted to
basic-rate virtual users. The symbol stream of each virtual

user is derived the same way as (2). Those virtual users have
their own spreading codes . The ef-
fective signature waveform of the th virtual user of user
is given by

(5)

If we stack into an vector and define

, the received
signal from user can also be represented by (3).

C. Unified Model

Based on the above derivation and taking the received signals
from all users into consideration, we can obtain a multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) model for both VSL and MC systems:

(6)

where ,
and is the total received signal. is the Gaussian noise
defined in a manner similar to . In other words, the total
received signal can be represented by the superposition of total

virtual users plus the additive white Gaussian noise.
Define

(7)

(8)

Then, for both VSL and MC systems, we have

, where is a Toeplitz ma-

trix, whose first row is and first column

is the desired
equalizer delay, and is the maximum length of
in terms of basic-rate symbols. According to the definition of

.

III. CODE-CONSTRAINED SEAS FOR MR CDMA SYSTEMS

A. Combined Channel-Equalizer System

Let denote the vector subequalizer
for virtual user , which is the th virtual user of
the desired user . Then, its output is given by

(9)

where

Define , and

collect all s to a vector . Following (6), we get

(10)

where is the signature matrix, and
. Therefore, (9) can be rewritten as

(11)

where

(12)

is the combined channel-equalizer impulse response.
Assuming that user is the desired user, we wish to

design subequalizer such that, in the absence of noise, the
equalizer output is given by

(13)

That is, the equalizer output is a scaled and shifted version of
the signal of the virtual user . After we get all the
subequalizers, their outputs are interleaved to get the equalized
output of the high-rate user

(14)

B. MR-CSEA

In this subsection, the CSEA method presented in [9] is ex-
tended to multirate systems.
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Following [9], we define an matrix
as

...
. . .

...
...

(15)

and an matrix as

(16)

In the absence of noise, following [1] and [9], if the equalizer
output has the format given in (13), it can be shown that the
equalizer should satisfy the following equation:

(17)

where , and

(18)

(19)

Let denote an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal

complement of . Because is of full column rank,

is an matrix. This leads to

(20)

Thus, in order to extract the desired virtual user, a necessary
condition is that belongs to the null space of . Let

denote the projection matrix onto the
null space of . Thus, the combined response is given by

. Then, the subequalizer can be
calculated using the following two-step iterative procedure sim-
ilar to that of [9]:

#
(21)

(22)

where

cum
cum

(23)

with cum

( , and are zero-mean random variables), and
is the equalization output of the th iteration. As in

[9], the code-constrained SEA is followed by unconstrained
SEA (without the projection operator) to enhance the system
performance.

Because all virtual users corresponding to a high-rate user

share the same channel, the equalizer , which is obtained
from the iteration (21) and (22), can be used to set the initial

values of subequalizers for all other virtual users. To ensure dif-
ferent virtual users that correspond to one high-rate user have the
same equalizer delay and scale factor, the initialization method
of [1] is adopted. For MC systems, we then get the initial guess
for , from (17) as

# #
(24)

The initial guess is used to initialize the SEA procedure to ex-
tract other virtual users. Due to the fact that the VSL spreading
codes for share the same , spe-
cial care needs to be taken in order to extract the virtual users in
correct order. Define

(25)

then it can be proven that [1]

(26)

Let denote the subequalizer of virtual user with
equalization delay . In the absence of noise, it follows from
(17) and (26) that

(27)

Therefore, instead of (24), once the system converges to a virtual

user with delay , i.e., is obtained, we use
the following method to initialize the subequalizers for virtual
user

#

for (28)
#

for (29)

The interleaved subequalizer outputs will be

(30)

C. Summary of the MR-CSEA Approach

The MR-CSEA algorithm for both MC and VSL systems can
be summarized as follows.

1) Take , and use the MR-CSEA method to ex-
tract virtual user . The iteration is consid-
ered converged if (where is
a small positive number, such as ). For the MC
system, when the algorithm converges, it will converge
to user . For the VSL system, the algorithm
may converge to , with , since the
spreading codes of all the virtual users corresponding
to one high-rate user are highly correlated [please refer
to (4)]. However, in this case, even if , the
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resulted output [see (30)] will only be a shift version
compared to that of .

2) For MC systems, use (24) to initialize the sube-
qualizers for all other virtual users

and . For VSL sys-
tems, use the initialization (28) and (29). Then,
use the SEA procedure to extract virtual users

and .
3) Interleave the outputs of the subequalizers to obtain the

output of user according to (14).
Remark 1: Convergence of the algorithm can be proven, as

in [9] or [11].
Remark 2: It was proposed in [12] to use

as the projection op-
erator. In the absence of noise or when SNR is high, may
not be full rank or tend to be ill conditioned; therefore,

has to be replaced with # . In this case, is no longer
a projection matrix onto the null space of . Simulation
results indicate that when is used, the system still converges
but loses control of which user the system is extracting, so we
stick to the projection matrix in this letter.

IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

In this section, a simulation example is explored to illus-
trate the proposed approaches. The performance is compared
with that of MR-CC-IFC in [1] and the MMSE method with
known channels. We consider DS-CDMA systems with two dif-
ferent symbol rates. Each user transmits Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying (QPSK) signals. The spreading codes were randomly
generated with processing gain 32 for the basic rate and eight for
the high rate. The channels for each user have four paths. The
transmission delays are uniformly distributed over one basic-
rate symbol (32 chips), and the remaining three paths have de-
lays (with respect to the first arrival) uniformly distributed over
one basic-rate symbol. The multipath amplitudes are mutually
independent, complex Gaussian with zero mean and unit vari-
ance. The channels for each user were generated randomly for
each Monte Carlo run. The subequalizers of length
and delay were designed based on 1024 symbols. In the
near–far case, the power of the desired user is 10 dB below that
of other users at the same rate. SNR refers to the chip signal-
noise-ratio with respect to the desired user. The weights of the
cost functions of the MR-CC-IFC approach [1] were chosen
as . Please refer to [1] for more de-
tails. For both the MR-CSEA and MR-CC-IFC methods,

was used in the simulations, and the iterative procedure
is ended either when this criterion is met or 30 iterations have
been performed.

Assuming there are three users—two basic-rate users and a
high-rate user—and the high rate user is the desired user. The
MSE performance is shown in Fig. 1. Table I shows the average
time in seconds per Monte Carlo run for both algorithms in the
equal power case in the VSL system (the model of the computer
used in this simulation is Dell Dimension 4550, P4 2.8 GHz, 1G
RAM). From the table, we can see that, when SNR dB, the
MR-CSEA method converges much faster than the MR-CC-IFC
method.

Fig. 1. MSE of the high-rate user. Systems with two basic-rate (BR) users and
one high-rate (HR, meaning four times that of BR) user were considered. The
processing gain is 32 for BR and eight for HR in VSL systems. There were a
total of 100 Monte Carlo runs for each SNR. Here, EP and NF stand for equal
power and near far, respectively.

TABLE I
VSL SYSTEM, AVERAGE TIME PER RUN, EQUAL POWER CASE, SAME

CONDITION AS IN Fig. 1
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